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According to conventional academic usage, "rhetoric" is the effective

use of language, the specialized literary use of language,-or the study, of

such usages. but here, as elsewhere,.the student of the Black experiehce..

needs to redefine eStablished, technical terms, particularly those which

have been narrowed by self-serving academic specialization, Hence, any.

"comprehensive study :of i'lack rhetoric should start.with the recognition

that a purely verbal or alphabetic concept Of language, and-conSequently. .

of rhetoric, imposes arbitrary and artificial limits on the subject.

The Euro-American's simple distinction between verbal language and other

modes of communication may be an obstacle in the field, of Black rhetoric.

For the study of Black rhetoric; requires approaches and definitions which

synthesize structures and forms instead of dislocating and'isolating them'

into categories that are meaningful only to the rhetoricians, grammarians,

linguists, and all of our scholarly categorizers. Indeed, the Black man's

"use of language" often combines verbal usages, tonal improvisations,

musical forms, and even physical Mobility into a richly complex structure

Which requires a broader, more eclecti-C-7, definition of rhetorics that is,

.the definition of rhetoric simply as communication. Now '-auf.not offering
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an exclusive definition or emphasis. It is not my purpose to set up an

exclusivist standard of Illack rhetoric which ,denies the ethnic or political

relevance of those .plack:.; whose modes of communication are based on more

specialized, and less integrated modes than those outlined'hre.

But it is equally important to recognize these integrated patterns

as a fact. For they are exemplified .by the three-dimensional :physical

images of violence and exuberance which les ijavis.evokes in his

Jack Johnson music; by Major volley's fusion of the vocal and the

1

instruMratal in the tWinty one version of Nat Adderley's "Hummin',"

or by that generally evocative quality in Black music which justifies-

LeAoi Jones' description of the jazz musician's riff as ''that rhythmic

figure we knew he woul repeat, the honked note that woUld'be his

personal evaluation of the world. And he screamed it so the Veins in his

face stood out like neon. 'Uhh, yeh, Uhh, yeh, Uhh, yeh,' we all screamed

to push him further.'" . In this same ve:;_n, the literary critic who brings

a narrow concept of rhetoric to the analysis of Wed Joan81 "jazz poems"

will not be equipped to deal with the sardonic finger-popPing, and the

sustained riffs which build up to an ironic climax in'a work like "Uh Huh":

Here it is

ma -tiete-r-i,ei eVeD/t° Year:,

dice 1710

rt- s'iricY1 ens

.1.-nis is-really it



Uh huh

1'77eSeria e' 9e-el .-.14.ee

51;!' de7yr/7N/-
ilYS
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The colored waiting room""r

And in Lehoi Jones' work the verbal forms of the poet's rhetoric juktapose

the measured cadence of rhythm and Blues with the free-wheeling

improvisations of the jazz artist:

due V- ev

de? r tvt

old envious blues feeling

ticking like a cobblestone clock. 3

The last two lines are the clue to the kind of verbal, musical and

physical juxtapositions which Jones is evoking here, and which are so

typical of the Black pcet's rhetorLc. For when read as two lines, both the

rhythm and the theme deve.op the tlues motif of triumphant resilience
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in the face of disappointment; but when read as four lines, in two columns,

they present us with crackling, riff-line improvIzations which "(both

musically and thematically) sweep us, climatically, from the triumph-in-

suffering of the. blues motif, to an even more militant and insistently

demanding mood.

Finally, note how typically the rhythms of Langston nuees' "Dream

Boogie" evoke, indeed demand , the reader's, physical response, or

participation, as an inherent part of the reading/interpretation process'

Good morning, daddy!

Ain't you heard

iv, a A-ri a / .o4A° Yee/
due y1-1,

re.^5 frIe--54-erl5

And in "Cthildren's Rhymes" Hughes fuses the exuberant physicality of

be-bop 1,rth the distinctive rhythms of black speech'

What's written down

for White folks

i'naler/er / er/e0 lee/

e:Yee e 4-e>

e_47y,-/f
fr-esi-eve.1-4:rPc.3

Note, moreover, that (1) a simultaneoUs fusion takes place within the

"speech" patterns themselves -- between the conventionally intelligible
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sentence structure ("ain't for us a-tall") and the evocative intelligence

of "nonsense" scatting ("DEAdle - de - do!"); and (2) that as a result, of

all these processes, the distinction' which the poet draws between "us" and

what's written down for White folks is not limited to the familiar hypocrisies

and double-Ilealing of white America apropos of blacks* the distinction also

effects a contrast between modes of communication -- between our Black,

multimedia style, and their treasured "written down" literacy. All of which,

in turn, substantiates Llarence viajor's description of Black iimerican nglishs

gesture and nuance, inflection and innuendo, the entire spirit of the black

experience itself, are just as much a. part of the cultural basis of

Afro-American slang as the collective sense of energy given by the words

themselves." 5

I have been at some pains to emphasize the manner in which Black.

rhetoric juxtaposes and fuses modes of communication, because all of this

illustrates a fundamental characteristic with which my present study is

concerned. That is to say, Black rhetoric is inherently interactive* it

contains diverse patterns of Black communication (vocabulary, music,

dancing) which interact to produce any given structure. but it is equally

important to bear in mind that this process is also externals that is, the

interaction of black modes of communication is supplemented by the equally

important interaction -cetweenthese black forms, and structures or media

which are identified with white, western communication. Let us return to

the excerpt from Langston Hughes' "Children Rhymes." The full effect of

the passage not only depends on the interaction of Black music, dance,
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and vocabulary. It is also derived from another interaction, on an external

level, between these black forms and white Americanisms; or, more precisely,

from the dramatic manner in which hughes literally shatte7s the staid,

mythic cliche of white hypocrisy ("Liberty And Justice/ . . . or All")

with the explosive "Huh" -- which prepares us, in turn, for the mock

celebration of the be-bop rhythMs, and the.,,;arcastic caterwaulings of

the scatting in the final stanza

The fact that Hughes' poem was published in 1951 suggests that the

kind of interaction seen here is not some revolutionary innovation of the

sixties or seventies. 'indeed, this black-white interaction 5.s one of the

oldest traditions in Afro-AMerican literature: but rece:A trends in black

Nationalist theory,apropos of the Black Aesthetic, imply that there is

a pressing need to .(a) pinpoint the generally interactive nature of

Black rhetoric, and (b) emphasize the extent to which structures in

Black rhetoric have traditionally incorporated and interacted. with,

Waite modes of communication. As Langston hugnes' poetry demonstrates,

this trait lends itself readily to tension and ironic conflict. And this,

the very essence of black rhetoric, tends to be ignored or minimized by

singlemindedly nationalistic assumptions about black language and

communication. Qarolyn Aodgers, for example, sets up a clear-cut dichotomy
.

between the "mush mouth/African tonal" of some untainted "blackness' and

the "better g;nglish" of the "colonizer's language."
6

And behind Miss

Rodgers antithesis lies the currently popular assumption about

impenetrable barriers between Black and.white America. Mel watkins, for



example, claims that the black audierce to which James '''town appeals most

"the majority, or grass-roots segment of the black community" -- is

antithetical to Aierida's mainstream society in both life style and point

of views "It is perhaps the most pervasive aspect of black life: the tacit

awareness of mainstream America's absurd posture . . . and the acceptance

of a more fundalental and less pretentious life style: Obviously this

claim goes beyond the arguments of other black aestneticians like

ofBtewart and Larry heal, both of whom envision these perceptual

and behavorial antitheses, not as existing realities, but.asdesirable

goalst Blacks, they argue, need to construct a "particular way of looking

at the wo.741,"
8
and in the process they "will destroy the double - consciousness

-- the tentiOn thM.'1.1.7. in the souls of the black folk." 9

We noki.: 1M 1:4 dee4nscl holy., the pros and cons of 6tewart's, and

hopes fo r the 1]Uturelibut it is imperative that we question

'latkins', and liodgers', assumptiCns about the status alio. For this issue

touches upon the traditional and continuing norms of black rhetoric. Is
. .

Black America, together with its modes of perception and communication,

completely sequestered from the American mainstream? Or isn't there a

relationship of complex and conflicting attitudes: assimilation-and-

separation, mutual rejection and mutual Imitation, the Blacks' American

loyalties, nurtured by Black expectations of America, versus black

oationalism, encouraged by white intransigence? The pattern is familiar

to most students of black history in America and elsewhere: Dubois

analyzed it as our double consciousness, kialcolmX declaimed against it,.

and Frantz anon taught us about the psycho-existential complex of our
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black-skins-and-shite-masks, closer to our immediate subject, Clarence Na jDr.

among others, has pinpointed the cultural interaction which shapes

Black American's distinctive vocabulary: "This so-called private vocabulary

of black. people ser''es the users as a powerful medium of self-defense

against a world demanding participation while at the same time laying a

boobytrap-network of rejection and exploitation" (Dictionary of Afro-American Slang,

p. 9). And Mercer Cook offers a broad African analogy' "Taking the white

man's language, dislocating his syntax, recharging his words with new

strength and sometimes with new meaning before hurling them back in his

teeth, while upsetting his self-righteous complacency and cliches 1'African7

poets rehabilitate such terms as Africa and blackness, beauty and peace." 10

Altogether then, the full parameters of black rhetoric/communication

ought to be, viewed as an integral part of a larger process -- the dynamics

of the relationship between black and White cdAure. in other words,

distinctive black mode@ function tnrr)Ash interaction with White structures.

And, equally important, but even less frequently noted, the nature and

roles of whil.e media add an important dimension to this interactive process.

hence a comprehensive view of the function and structure of black rhetoric

must include its total context -- the overall ethnic interaction between

Blacks and whites in L..-:general, and the interaction between Black rhetoric

and kite media in particular. But having minimized the black-white tensions

within Black rhetoric itself, some of our experts -are now in danger of

gros3ly underestimating the psycho-imagistic roles of the white'media,

and, of course, the black man's rhetorical reactions to those roles. It is

curiously ironical, for example, that aarold L'rusa lectures us, in one
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breath, on his favorite theme -- our "lack of positil;e i eas, of what

America really is as a nation and the true nature of the l'egroes'

intrinsic relationship to the American reality4" and then, in the next

breath, he raises serious doubts about his grasp of that american "reality"

and of that "intrinsic relationship" by describing the media as America's

weakest sector." The -black cultural revolution, he argues, will succeed

if it attacks this weakest sector -- "film, theater, radio and televisiori,

music performing and publishing. . . . in short . . . that part of the

system devoted to the economics and aesthetic ideology involved in the

cultural arts of America.
tt 11

But before we launch the glorious cultural revolution we need to

recognize (1) the very real strengths of the so-called "weakest sector,"

and l2) its interaction with 'clack modes of communication. In this regard

the single most important characteristic of Mite media and their images

is the fact that they are, inherently, no less interactive than black

rhetoric. in one area of black communication -- music -- it has become a

truism that white American culture has always been an exploitive imitator,

adapting black musical forms and issuing the white variants as originals.

According to L#BA01 Jones, "too much exposure to the debilitating

qualities of popular expression tended to lessen the emotional validity

of the Afro-American forms; then more or less violent reaction to this

overexposure altered their overall shape . . . The result was a deliberately

changing, constantly self-refining folk expression, the limbs of which grew

so large that they extended into the wider emotional field to which all

Western art wants constantly to address itself." 12
Frank l''ofsky, another
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expert on black music, elaborates on this interactive cycle of black

creation, White imitation) Black reaction and recreations "there can

be little question among serious students of the music that jazz has

inevitably functioned not solely as music, but also as a vehicle for the

expression of outraged. protest at the oppression of S.fro-Americans as a

people and the specific exploitation to which the jazz musician, as black

artists, have 2Lc] been perennially Subjected in an art of thrir cwn

creation.". A:ndYaccording to a black bebop musician quote by hofsky,

"You see, we need music, we've always needed a mus.i:, -- our own. We

have nothing else. Our writers write like-thc:, whites, our-painters paint

like them our philosophers think nly our musicians don't

play like the whites. 6c we created a music for ourselves. When we had'

it -- the old type of jazz the whites came, and they liked it and

imitated it. Pretty soon, it was no longer our music .

"You see,.as soon as we have a music, the white man comes and

imitates it. We've now had jazz for fifty years, and those fifty

years there has not, been a Sipgte white man, perhaps leaving aside Bix

,geiderbecke7, who has had an idea. Only the coloured men have ideas.

But if you see who's got the famous names, they're all White;

"What can we do? We must go on inventing something new all the time.

When we have it, the whites will take it from us, and we have to start all

over again." 13 But these aggressive patterns of imitation and adaptation

are not limited to music. They pervade all forms of Ihite media,and they

shape the function of images and image-making/ image-distortions in



White society; the news, entertainment, and advertising media are all

components of the sophitticated, highly complex, and incredibly adaptive

imagistic structure on which America's consumer-technology is based. It is

a structurpthat allows the syttem automatically to imitate, absorb, and

neutralize alien or overtly hostile modes of communication.

Three of the great social movements since the sixties -- cudent

dissent, women's liberation, and the black revolution -- are cases in

point. in the autumn of 1969, less than six months after the nationwide

campus rebellions the rhetoric of stud pt distlaence (or, more precisely,
.

versions of that rhetoric) had become a marketing point for a headache pill

on television commercials; 'inter student radical from the left-hand

side of the screen). There is a studied casualness about his dress --

rumpled jeans and shirt scruffy and half-clean, and the inevitable long

hair.' He confronts our hero, a harrassed college president who combines

the hallowed expertise of middle age with youthful good looks; in a

loud, squeaky voice argrily demands the acceptance of "non-negoitable

conditions" (the rhetorical hallmark of all campus militants of course),

and slams (violence, too, of.course) his list on the president's desk.

Exit (self-righteously). Pause. Hero reaches into his desk, languidly,

and brings out pills for what is obviously a sudden full-blown headache.

And a soothing commentary assures the world that all super-sensitive

persons (college presidents not least among them) who are intensely

sympathetic to others (especially to insensitive student militants)

need brand X. 6uperficially, the strategy here is Quite straightforward

and innocuous! the audience's attention is to be caught simply by
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referring to a current topic of controversy, in order to get down to the

vital and profitable) business of selling headache pills. -out the process

of communication is rather more insidious and complex than this. The selling

point is not merely nhartaceutical. it is. also ideological. By simplifying

the campus issue into a temperamental conflict (unreasonable hdtheads versus

sensitive and responsible leaders) the commercial caters to, and thereby

perpetuates,a meaninglessly narrow morality (good guys versus bad boys)

about a crucial social problem. by co-opting and distorting the image and

the rhetoric of student radicalism, the comnercial persuades the viewer

that buying the product is not onlya medicinal venture but a deeply

catriotic and profoundly moral act: you may now banish two headaches ire

one multi-purpose, economy-sized package: it is the hmerican way.

And what about women's liberation? The scene is Main Street, Any

City, The likeness of L,olonel b-Jaunders beams benevolently down

on snarled traffic from a large, uell-lit bill board which he shares

with the inevitable bucket of Kentucky fried chicken -- and with an eye-

catching phrase in bold letteringi "WUMAIN16 1,1.61.iATlull." Once again, the

motivation seems straightforward enought a very popular talking-point

becomes the huckster's attention-getter. .but note, too, how subtly

significant shifts and distortions in images and language have simultaneously

effected a selling pitch on the ideological level. "Women'slaberation

the rhet,-rical symbol of the feminist revolt, has become "Voman's liberation."

The collectivist associations of he original phrase have been replaced

by an individual emphasis that evokes "freedom." And,equally important,

the exhortatory and prophetic connotations of the original rallying cry
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have been shoved to the background of our consciousness by the concrete,

three-dimensional presence of that imposing bucket: liberation is now, it

is of the present, it is already here. The almost tangible physicality

of the %,olonel and his bucket is a re-assurance of incontrovertible facts:

the- fact of "entucky fried chicken restuarants, the fact of "secret recipes,"

"herbs," "spices," warm succulence, and not least, the established fact

that the little woman has been "liberated" from the stove this evening --

just as she has been freed from drudgery by all the gadgetry of a

marvellous technological paradise. The gastronomic image confronts and

transforms the feminist's rhetoric: no need for exhortatory threats and

prophecies about liberation for "women;" "woman" is already a "liberated"

individual, emancipated, enfranchised, and packaged like so many Kentucky

fried breasts and legs for our (male) consumption. As fur those who

agitate for humanistic rather than merely physical liberation, the

patriarchical features of the benign Uolonel are a sufficient rejoinder:

it is a man's world.

All of this is familiar enough in the Dlack-white interaction

which has been proceeding long before the advent of current radical

groups. These groups (white radicals and feminists) are, after all, aliens

to the status gag, and as perennial aliens blacks have always provided

the media with grist for the image-making mills. Traditionally, the co-opting

of black music has been supplemented by the imitative dilution of black

language: "Funky," once denoting sexual odour and erotic experience, and by

extension, experientially suggestive music, has now become a meaninglessly
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hackneyed label, exploited tv advertisers, for their particular product. We

now even have "ful wtzehouse sales. In ethno- political rhetoric

the onc electrfying and (to White society) menacing connotations of

the Black Power slogan have long been defused by repetitive, and exploitive,

variant which sell everything from the boy'couts ( "Boy rower ") and baseball

("Cub Power") to supermarket specials ("dollar power"). Similarly, "Right on!"

which was once the revolutionary's exhortative rallying cry has become

another meaningless cliche which, at beat, merely implies agreement or

endorsement of any kind, in the white media. cote, in this connection,

that the "hite "misrepresentation' is really an extension of the more

familiar White image of concurrence -- "striking the nail right on the head."

In this latter instance we have a very good example of the built-in

ironies in the interaction between black and white modes of communication.

because of his socio-political relationship with White language (that is,

the slave status of the uprooted African was confirmed by his being

compelled to drop hiSown tongue in favour of the slave-masters), and

because of the inherently interactive tendencies of hin own rhetorical

forms, th:: black man's language is peculiarly eciiiipped to deal with the

imitative and suppressive instincts: of the white media. In the "est Indies

Edward Brathwaite reminds us of the historical relationship since slavery*

It was in language that the slave was perhaps, most successfully imprisoned

by his master; and it was in his (mis-) use'of it that he perhaps most

effectively rebelled."
14

And in the United States Clarence 1:lajor pinpoints

the course of those ironies which have developed in this historical
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relationship when he elaborates 'pon what he calls the "powerful medium

of self-defense" in-the black American's vocabularyi "'Ae already know

that the most original and revolutionary art.form in North America,

The Technology Society, has been Black music. And out of the life-styles

of the people who make it comes the vernacular that has made posUble

certain functional concepts -- such as bad meaning good; hard having

a positive connotation; killto mean, affect strongly, to fas2inate; love

letter to meant a bullet; and murder to express approval of something

excellent" (Dictionary of Afro-American Slang, pp, 9, 13-14).

In other words, the juxtaposition of black and White modes of

communication, and the interactive traits on both sides, have created
.

a context in which Black rhetoric anitcipates, and self-defensively

subverts, patterns of 4hite imitation. Yonsequently; the verbal, forms

of black "vernacular" are really a species of connotative ironyl for as

anonyms of their White American counterparts, they are literally booby

traps in the path of the co-optive White media. As we have already seen,

the exhortative connotations of "right on!" have been missed or distorted

during White popularization which has been based on White colloquial

definitions of "right on!" as a confirmative. Clarence l'iajor's sample

quotations from-the Black American's vocabulary follow a similar pattern

of built in, connotative irony. And this process of anticipation and

entrapment is also dramatized by the interactive functions of another

Black form "It ain't shit." Here we have two negattves the structural

"ain't" and the connative "shii.".liow, according to the precise logic

of orthodex grammar, this double negative translates into conventional
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English as a positive emphasis ("It ain't shit . . . It. ain't no good . .

It is not-bad 0 It is good "). but this is the very kind of imitative

logic that Black rhetoric anticipates and subverts, for, of course, the

original phrase is not a positive emphasis but an emphatic negative.

Hence, on the one hand, the popularizaion of black rhetorical

forms like "right on!" and "It ain't shit" has distorted and diluted

original connotations so that they may conform with the cultural logic

of the. White media. but, on the other hand, the-ironic' effects of the

interaction confirm that this. vulnerability to the white media is

counterbalanced by the inherent ability of black rhetoric to anticipate

and transform White imitativeness into the advantages, of connotative

irony, In addition to the longstanding musical interaction (Black

creation/ White imitation/ Black reaction and re-creation) we also have

a verbal pattern of interaction: Black coinage/white parody/Black irony.

but although the black musician's role in these interactive relationships

is well known, the verbal areas of interaction have been neglected,

especially in so far as they affect, and are exploited by, the Black

L'imerican writer..Indeed, as we have already seen, Mr. kofsky's Black

musician dismisses the black writer merely as someone who writes like

Whites. but with due deference to our musician-critic, we need to

distinguish between the black writer who uncritically imitates White

forms and the artist whose ambivalent attitudes towards his Whits forms

(novel, poem, play) are informed by an awareness of the ironies. that are

inherent in the interaction between these bhite media, on the one hand,
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and, on the other hand, the ethnic images or value systems which his

rhetoric embodies. And once this distinction has been made, it will become

clear than an entire area of -lack literary rhetoric still remains unexplored.

Neither is this area a new phenomenon in black rhetoric, The Black

writer's rhetoric has always been a crucial example of the interactive

nature of black -White communication. And it is this interaction that

informs the themes of communication in a writer like Paul Laurence Dunoars

We weir the mask that grins and lies

It hides our cheeks and shades our eyes, --

ry7 titer/e / dam/ e2/4"e_

6,)-rs.

Of course we have always been familiar with the perceptual theme of the poem a"

-at least those of us who have refused to be distracted by all that historical

nonsense about Dunbar being an "Uncle Tom" poet. On the perceptual theme,

Dunbar is emphasizing the White American's inability to perceive the

realities beneath the black man's vivacious mask. but this theme is linked

to the ironies of communication which are built in to the relationship

between the black poet and his White readers (a) the Black writer's readership
.

is predominantly White (b) these readers are conditioned to perceive Blacks
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-and the Black life-style as grinning bon vivant stereotypes which assuage

:White wilt (c) this image of blacks, combined with the white literary

norms 6:' poetry as a written medium, establishes a tension between the

poetss.r.ithnic consciousness, on the one hand, and, on the other hand,

the white ,criteria ,of his medium and the majority of his readers (Incidentally,

1.) nbarislobVious sensitivity 4,,o the tastes and motives of his White

enthusiasts lay very well be the single most important reason for his

notorious rel.Actance to write only so-called dialect poetry)._In short,

th -)oets rhetoric-is rooted_in_an intense -awareness of- -the7conflictY

an' interaction, between what he is trying to communicate and what his

reare perceive; and since the mask meta9hor conclusively states White

inability to per!eive, then the rhetorical structure of the poem sets

up an in -group awareness versus the mythic image-making of "outside"

readers -- between "we" and "the world," "us" and "them." And, as usual,

from ths flows the connotativeirbny of the in-group rhetorici since

Whites are :qcho-pathologically blinded to the realities of the black

experience, Lhen it follows that the image-making processes of white

society will ignore or distort even this poetic moment-of unmasking.. In

effect, £unbar has exploited his white literary medium to achieve the same

kind connotative irony which is characteristic of Verbal forms in Afro-

American ii4iglish. His rhetoOric anticipates and interacts ironically'

with the preconceptions and expectations of the White (literary) media.

And in order to appreciate the soundness of iInbar's ironic insights into

White literary media, we need only remind ourselves of his own continuing

reputation, in some circles, as a kind of genial Uncle ..12om whO grinned rather
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than protested.
16

In our own time LeAoi Jones' poetry actually relies on Afro-American

English in order to establish the kind of ironic.anticipation, and

interaction, that Dunbar achieves in orthodox English..The rhetoric of

a poem like "Black Art," for example, is obviously based on those (funCtional

concepts" which ;larence Najor has attributed to Black "vernacular." bo

that the title "Black Art" anticipates the pejorative connotations of

the phrase (theblack arts') in Mite communication, then interacts with

those connotations by establishing opposite meanings. Black art, that is,

black poetry, is not evil but good,-not destructive but creative. The

semantic transformations which Lelitoi Jones effects with his title therefore

go to the heart of those ethical and aesthetic transformations which the

entire poem investigatest Black, poetry is ethnically creative when it

, destroys the ethnocentric assumptions of the White aesthetic; it is gocid

when it rejects.the narrow, Puritan morality of White hypocrisy in favour

of.a frank acceptance of life in all its vitality and physicality; and, in

this vein, Black art is functionally effective when it rejects abstract,

esoteric concepts of art, in favour of that art which plunges into the "real"

world of flesh and bloods

Poems are bullshit unless they are

teeth or trees or lemons piled

/774N4Pria/ e/e/efree er"twe.

-1-4-7 1'1i h7`
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come at you, love what you are,

breathe like wrestlers, or shudder

As for the esoteric contention that art exists for art's sake, and that art

should rise above the "hip world" of flesh, blood, and pissing, from that

point of view works like'black Art" are bad -- that is, they are didactic,

violent, even anti - 'emetics

Another bad poem cracking

steel knuckles in a jewlady's mouth.

And:, having anticipated this White image of Black nationalism (violent,

militant, extremist, reverse racist), Jones juxtaposes it with the opposing

viewpoint which is connoted by "bad" ("baaad") as the black American's

word for "good." hence this pivotal passage in which Jones expands upo n

a non-White View of art and social', morai.ity is literally integrated with

the distinctive patterns of anticipation and interaction which we have

already observed in the "functional concepts" of black L;nglish.17 It is

important that we apply this kind of close textual analysis to a writer

like Jones, because the tell-tale ironies of white literary history have

aiready,unwittingly, established a rough analogy between his reputation

and Paul Lunbar's. That is, the interactive and complex patterns of Jones'

poetic rhetoric are disguised by a seemingly simple and straightforward

anger which has been taken at face value by outraged and frightened

white critics -- in much the same way that similar critics concocted a

narrow view of 1Junbar by seeing only his grinning mask. but -- and this
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is what establishes a crucial link between both poets -- in anticipating

and mocking the Mite critic's reaction, and the white media's response,

to their poetry both writers fully demonstrate that exquisite connotative

irony which they derive from the interactive patterns of black literary

rhetoric.

but above all, Langston nughes still remains unsurpassed at this

kind of rhetoric. eor he repeatedly demonstrates an uncanny ability to

reproduce and exploit more than one level of interaction in black rhetoric.

As we have seen, a poem like "Ohildren's nhymes" combines the internal

interaction -- that is, the interplay of verbal, musical, and other

elements of black rhetoric -- with the external interaction between

black rhetoric and White media. near him again, f.,1 "'ream boogies

Good morning, daddy!

Ain't you heard

/77a / &14../e7c.47/ e-

tv 7-i em s

The boogie-woogie beat, the connotative irony of "daddy" (great white father)

are combined into a black rhetorical mask which anticipates, interacts with,

and sardonically panders to, the "bite Father's need to see Hughes' boogie woogie
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woogie and ,Junbar's grinning Task as expressions of undiluted happihess.

-find, in turn, this multiple interaction explodes the "dream" reference

into three, ironically juxtaposed meaningss (1) the Flack man's ("deferred")

dream of fulfilment in America(2) the larger american JJ-ream of liberty

and human dignity which 1411 remain only as a self-serving white myth

as long as the Black man's dream is deferred and (3) the dream or illusion

which white Americans foster about their ''decency" and about the Llack

American's hap4ness." Unce again, %ghee' poetic techniques have

characteriStically combined the major features of .01ack literary rhetoric.

**-orww*-1r**:,..7-wkwii-****Ice

The following course outlines are for courses which would cover some of

the major areas discussed above. These courses are envisaged as a twoT.or

three-part. program. In view of th e range of materials envisaged here

it would be essential to approach the teaching of each course within a

multi-media context, and because of this, any detailed planning for the

curricula should consider innovative teaching methods wherever appropriate.



Course Y is a studyl-Of:bIack rhetoric,. defined as communication, with

emphasis on the complex, interactive patterns which include black vocabulary,

tonal rhythms, and music. Ideally, materials for the course should include

not only conventional linguistiO structures lvocabulary and morphological

forms), but also music and dance, in so far as these interact with, and

influence, verbal forms of communication in black America.

1. Nocabulary and Grammars The socio-Lin&Astic and black Language
riusic and black Language
The vocabulary of NusiC as L'omainication

2. historical Sources and Archetypes: The black Church and secular-
ndigious, interaction in Black '711etoric.
Slave Culture and Language (anim,,1 stories,
work songs, linguistic/mUsical forms)
Ethnic Archetypes And styles in Communication
(eg. Uncle Toml; reaches, Geraldine, etc)
Urban tife-styles and Black Language

Suggested selected .Naterials: Major, Clarence, -uictionary tiro- American
Slang (New Yorks international subs., 1970)
Gold, *belt S, A Jazz Lexicon (New Yorks
knopf, 1964).
horne, L, , Biptionary Cliew York' Simon
Schuster, 1963)
Hughes, L. & A. Bontemps (eds) The Book
of Aggro iolklore (New Parks Dodd,Fiead, 1958)
hurston, 'Lora. N, Nules and Nen, Perennial ed
New York, harper & how, 1970)
Jones, Lehoi, blues People (New York; Apollo, 1963)
'Nicholas,. A. A. ked) The Poetry of soul
(New York' Bantam, 1971)
Johnson, J.W. The books of American Negro spirituals
(New York: Viking, 1969).
Johnson, J.W..Uodis Trombones (New Yorks
Viking, 1927).
Charters; s, The Poetry of the blues (New Yorks
Avon, 1970)

Musical selections by Nina Simone, hretha
utis bedding, "ohn Coltrane,

Nerbie hancock, Miles siavis; James brown,
B.B. hing, Bessie -tith, billy holiday



course II extends the study of rhetorical interaction by examining'the

interplay of Ahite media and black modes of communication. An essential

feature of such a course w uld be a thorough-going examination of white

media, especially of those images/stereotypes through which "new" or

"outside" movements are "popularized," and distorted. And this examination

will rely on some of the skills of literary criticism and analysis, particularly

in th e investigation of language, symbols, and archetypes in the written

and bruadcast media. in some respects this would all involve an updating oh',

and "ethnic" elaboration on, earlier works like harshall hacLuhan's

hechanical bride and Undt:rstanding hedia. 6econdly, the course would pin-

point those areas of black rhetoric in which then.; is a continuing

interaction with the co-optive instincts and images of th': White media.

White hedia and black Modes of %omhunication

1. The counter-"ulture and the bass hedia
student "evolt
Women's Liberation
the 'Few Left"

Media reaction /use of conter-culture rhetoric
structure and function .f political images in commercials and entertainment

2e black America's allegiance to, and "outsider" status in, mainstream culture
black music in white America
black vocabulary in popular media
black-white interaction in black language arts
The rhetoric of civil rights in the media
Ihe rhetoric of '-'lack cultural revolution in the media
black images in television and the movies

;Duggested 'elected "aterialss Macbuhan, .Understanding hedia.,New Yorks
Mcuraw-bill, 196)

Macbuhan, h. The hechanical (boston; Beacon,1951)
Lid, R.W (ed), urooving the symbol (New Yorks

hacmillan, 1970)
Gross, 1.b.(ed) ilepresentative hen (New Yorks

hacmillan, 1970)
Kofsky, .. Black "ationalism and the "evolution

in husic (New IorkiPathfinder, 1970)
Jones, JJ. blues eeop.,12

come (New -fork: borrow, 1968)
;leaver, E. soul vn Ice (New :forksliell, 1968)

kost-krison Writings. .)peeches (New Yorks



intage, 19691.
alcolm A, lialCaM A .peakSA"ell lark: merit, 1965)

Autpbiogrality (i ,4w fork: ,,rove, 1964)

kishwick, ., gemus 11stus revolution (Ipowling Lreen,
Dowling 'reen univeleity ;tress, 1971)

Course III will investigate the various tecnniques stone, rhythm,

vocabulary, symbolism) by which the poets, novelists and dramatists exploit

or exemplify the ambiguities and black -"bite tensions of black communication.

Ideally, the materials chosen and the teaching emphasis of the course should

allow the student to perceiVe black literature, not as an esoteric exercise,

or as an ornament of black culture, but as a vital mode of communication --

a mode which is in turn derived from a synthesis of those interacting modes

in the general area of black communication. in effect, therefore, this course

will study the'.Dlack writer s relationship with those forms of rhetorical

interaction which are the subject of Uourses I & II.

1.The bask as a communication symbolt Rhetorical hodes of 'rotest in black
literature
black writer, "hite Reader
black writer, black header

2. lusic in black titeraturet James A. oohnson and the bpirituals
Langston "u0les and the black husician
Black rationalism and husic in Legal Jones
The Jazz Artist as ''oet
The roet as husiciant Black roetry of the oeventies

3. religious ghetoric in black JAitehaturet The kulpit in the "ovel (Baldwin)
religious rhetoric as Protest in

Black Poetry leg. bterling brown)
Black revolutionary Theatre and

rhetorical traditions in the black
"hurch

4. ihe black Ariter and "odes of uomrunication in eolklorot
Ralph ealison and .eolklore Archetypes
'Lora geale gurston and the rhetoric

of Black eolktales
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ouggested ''elected neadingst 1Junbar, i. T911e3t)tedroems (New fork: 'odd,

aughes, L, 'elected roems (New York: Knopf, 1959)
nest of wimple (New York, nill 6,:wang,

1961)
Jones, i..olack (Indianapolisi Hobbs-L%errill,

11969)
Four black Aevolutionary :Plays (Indianapolis:
bobbs-r,errill,
..)ystem of wante's he11(l4ew York: Grove, 1963)

Wanchez, J. we A baaDll People (wetroit: .6roadside, 1970)
I,eeT-°on L. Won't Try 'cream (Lietroiti :eroadside,1970)
uiovanni, N., black .Feeling black walk (wetroitl

. broadside, 19701
brooks, U.; welected Poems (New Works narper & how, 19631

walker, For iy People (New havRni Yale J. P. 1942)
Wright, A. "ative oon (New iOrkt kaiiiiaaci, 1940)
w'aldwin, J. Go 'ell It the ,',Lountain New Yorks

19531
Toomer, Lane (New fork: Boni biveright, 1923).
zliison, A. Invisible kian (New Yorkl `random house, 19521
bullins, zd Five clays (indianapolisi Hobbs -i'lezTill, 1968)

Reed, Yellow back fLjio Broke own (14 w Yorks

.1)oubleday, 1969)
Joans, Ted, black 'ow-wow (New Yorks hill a Wang, 1969)
Uhestnutt, U.W. The conjure woman, Ann Arbor raper ed

(Ann Arbor: U. of 'hichigan P.,1969)

*******************


